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ABSTRACT
Speech unlocks the huge potentials in emotion recognition. High
accurate and real-time understanding of human emotion via speech
assists Human-Computer Interaction. Previous works are often
limited in either coarse-grained emotion learning tasks or the low
precisions on the emotion recognition. To solve these problems, we
construct a real-world large-scale corpus composed of 4 common
emotions (i.e., anger, happiness, neutral and sadness). We also pro-
pose a multi-task attention-based DNN model (i.e., MT-A-DNN) on
the emotion learning. MT-A-DNN efficiently learns the high-order
dependency and non-linear correlations underlying in the audio
data. Extensive experiments show that MT-A-DNN outperforms
conventional methods on the emotion recognition. It could take
one step further on the real-time acoustic emotion recognition in
many smart audio-devices.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Human computer interaction
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1 INTRODUCTION
Speech emotion recognition is crucial for achieving efficient human-
computer interaction. Awareness of future emotional states not only
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allows people to have more friendly and natural communications
with machines, but also can be used as adjuncts for many appli-
cations [6], for example, helps depression diagnosis and improves
online learning efficiency and much more.

In the last few years, speech emotion recognition has made much
progress [1]. Researchers proposed many models to predict speech
emotion [6]. However, these models have the two major disadvan-
tages: (1) The small training speech dataset made up of the actor’s
corpora often prevents the recognition ability of models from the
fine-grained emotion recognition. (2) Plug-and-play models rarely
capture the underlying multi-order dependency and sparseness
evolved in the audio-data, resulting in the frustrating performance.

To cope with the above issues, we establish a large-scale real-
world database from Chinese TV series and movies, which include
anger, happiness, neutral and sadness, and also design a multi-task
attention-based DNN model (i.e., MT-A-DNN) for the fine-grained
emotions recognition. The constructed database is composed of 33
Chinese TV series and 20movies that reflect the real world, covering
about 430 different speakers of different ages. The diverse scenar-
ios of datasets provide us with rich emotion materials for model
learning, guaranteeing the inference ability. Multi-task learning
has been widely deployed in many scenarios [3, 4, 9], and achieves
good performance. Hence we set the emotion classification as the
main task and valence and activation classifications, describing the
emotional states in other ways, as minor tasks. The hierarchical
multi-task framework of MT-A-DNN shares the audio-data stream
together, automatically studying the latent structures from distinct
feature perspectives. MT-A-DNN also represents the inner temporal
correlations of the audio-data with the attention mechanism [6],
efficiently describes the underlying historical influence among the
audio streams.

The extensive evaluation of 14364 audio-clips across 4 emotions
shows that MT-A-DNN is able to recognize the speech emotion with
60.02% accuracy in general, superior to the state-of-arts. The out-
standing performance and the easy implementation of MT-A-DNN
could be widespread embedded in many kinds of audio-analytics
platforms and Internet-of-Things devices.

2 MODEL DESIGN
In this paper, we propose MT-A-DNN which recognizes speech
emotion effectively. Figure 1 depicts the architecture. It consists of
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Figure 1: MT-A-DNN Architecture

three components: A DNN with one shared fully connected layer
and three individual weighted pooling with attention layers and
the corresponding softmax layers.
Input Features: Since all the audios come from different video
materials, they are downsampled to 16KHz for consistency. We
use the pyaudioanalysis toolkit [2] to extract the 34-dimensional
acoustic features with a 25ms sliding window whose step size is
10ms for each audio clip, following [8], and the mean and variance
for each dimensional feature are obtained as the model input, which
is 68-dimensional.
Model Architecture: The first layer of MT-A-DNN is a fully con-
nected layer which has 128 SELU nodes for shared features learning.
We use three weighted-poolings with attention as the second in-
dividual attention layers to find the most salient features for each
task after the first shared layer. The attention weights αi of every
task can be computed as αi =

exp(u ·yi )∑
j exp(u ·yj ) , where yi is the i-th

element of the first layer output, u is the weight to be learned for
the corresponding task. Each attention layer has the same number
of output parameters as the first shared layer and its i-th element,
zi = αi · yi . By learning u, we expect the network can simultane-
ously highlight pieces of salience and skip pieces of silence. The
output from the attention layers are fed into three corresponding
softmax layers for classifications. It is desired this framework can
realize the fine-grained emotion recognition by effectively learning
the non-linear correlations and high-order dependency underlying
in the audio data.
Loss Function and Model Training: For multi-task learning, the
four categorical emotions are mapped to binary valence and ac-
tivation labels, like [7]. The final loss function is defined as the
weighted sum of the individual cross entropy loss for emotion,
valence and activation classification. Adam algorithm is used to
optimize hyperparameters.

3 EVALUATION
Dataset:We evaluate the performance ofMT-A-DNNon the dataset,
resampled from our raw collected audio data through a sliding time
window with a duration, which is 85% of original length, in a 0.03s
time step. There are 3591 audio-clips for each emotion over about
212 different female speakers and 218 different male speakers. 80%
of the dataset is randomly selected as the training set.
Performance: Table 1 shows the confusion matrix of MT-A-DNN
inference performance. The results are averaged over the testing
data. It indicates that "anger", "happiness", "neutral" and "sadness"

can be recognized with accuracies of 52.03%, 67.73%, 60.18%, 60.25%
respectively. In general, the overall accuracy is 60.02%.

Table 1: Confusion Matrix of MT-A-DNN

Intended
Emotion

Predicted Emotion(%)
anger happiness neutral sadness

anger 52.03 31.47 7.14 9.36
happiness 8.74 67.73 16.65 6.88
neutral 7.24 17.90 60.18 14.68
sadness 8.18 16.25 15.32 60.25

Comparison: Table 2 shows the average accuracy comparison
results for four different methods over the corpus we collected.
As can be seen, the MT-A-DNN far outperforms SVM, random
forest, and the conventional DNN without attention mechanism
and multi-task learning.

Table 2: Performance Comparison

Model SVM Random Forecast DNN MT-A-DNN
Accuracy(%) 55.46 52.61 57.79 60.02

4 CONCLUSIONS
Speech emotion recognition is advantageous for realizing effective
human-computer interaction. In this work, we establish such a
large-scale emotional speech database from Chinese TV series and
movies. Besides, we design MT-A-DNN which efficiently learns the
high-order dependency and non-linear correlations underlying in
the audio streams. Experiments show MT-A-DNN is superior than
the conventional methodologies in recognizing speech emotion
on this corpus. In the future, we will adopt the transfer learning
technologies [5] to extend our technology to different languages.
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